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ABSTRACT 
We present a systolic algorithm for performing interpolation, a 
cornputationally intensive kernel found in algebraic soft-decoding 
of Reed-Solomon codes. We reformulate the interpolation algo- 
rithm, resulting in the systolic interpolation algorithm, which can 
compute a reduced number of candidate polynomial coefficients. 
Using the dependence graph of the algorithm, we realize a low- 
latency interpolation architecture and a high-throughput interpo- 
lation architecture. These architectures are compared against pre- 
viously proposed architectures for a RS soft-decoder. We derive 
expressions for the latency of the systolic implementations and 
show that, for a reasonable hardware constraint, the low-latency 
systolic implementation reduces latency by 34% for a 1233, a391 
RS code. For the same code and hardware constraints, the high- 
throughput implementation with a block pipelining depth of 5 ,  in- 
crease~ throughput by 68%. In addition, the critical path of both 
the lowlatency and the high-throughput implementation is smaller 
than that of previously proposed architectures. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

List-decoding algorithms [I],  [Z] and their soft-decoding [3] COW- 

terparts extend the coding gains obtained from Bounded Minimum 
Distance (BMD) decoding [4] of Reed-Solomon codes. These 
gains, obtained by decoding beyond half the minimum distance 
of the code, come at the price of increased complexity compared 
to BMD decoding. Algorithm level techniques for decreasing the 
complexity of list-decoding and sot"-decoding have been proposed 
in [SI, [6] and some preliminary architectural issues are dealt with 
in [6], [7]. Thc two main computational kernels in list-decoding 
are the bivariate polynomial based interpolation step which is fol- 
lowed by a bivariate polynomial factorization step. As was shown 
in [7], interpolation dominates over factorization both in terms of 
decoding delay and decoding resources. In this paper, we present 
systolic architectures for interpolation, derived by first reformulat- 
ing the conventional interpolation algorithm and then folding the 
resulting regular iterative systolic dataflow graph. 

Systolic architectures [E], [9] use an array of processing ele- 
ments that periodically compute and forward data to neighboring 
elements. These architectures possess features such as modular- 
ity and regularity which result in efficient VLSI implementations. 
Systolic implementations of BMD decoding [IO], [ I  I], which are 
based either on the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm or the Euclid's 
algorithm' are among the most compact, high-speed implemen- 
tations reponed in literature. This paper attempts to incorporate 
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these desirable traits into RS soft-decoding implementations. Fur- 
ther, in the reformulated systolic interpolation algorithm, we can 
compute a reduced number of candidate polynomial coefficients, 
We utilize this feature to match the output ofthe interpolation ker- 
nel to the requirements of the factorization kernel, thus reducing 
interpolation computations and partially counteracting the increase 
in storage associated with a systolic implementation. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an 
overview of sofl-decoding and the inferpolation procedure. The 
reformulation leading to the systolic interpolation algorithm is ex- 
plained in Section 3. The dependence graph of the systolic inter- 
polation algorithm and architectures for systolic interpolation are 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 compares systolic architectures 
optimized for low-latency and high-throurhDut with oreviouslv re- _ .  
pbrted architectures. 

2. OVERVKEW OF SOFT-DECODING AN% 
INTERPOLATION 

In this section, we will outline the main ideas of soft-decoding and 
the steps involved in the interpolation algorithm. A block diagram 
of the process of sofi-decoding is shown in Fig. 1. The reader is 
referred to [3] for more details regarding the Koetter-Vardy front 
end. The Guruswami-Sudan list decoding process using bivariate 
polynomials a ( X ,  Y! is explained in [ I ] ,  [2]. We now lay out the 
basic terminology required to understand the interpolation process. 

For an [m, kl RS code, the input to the list-decoder is a set 
of s ordered triples of lhe form (xa ,g , , rn~ j  where 0 4 d < S. 

The ordered pair ]U;, gil, termed an interpolation point is a set of 
finite field elements in some W ( Z * ) .  The integer r m g  is termed the 
required mult ipl ic i~ at the interpolation point (ai, y,1. A bivariate 
polynomial Q(XI,  YI) is saidtopass through thepoint (ag,gi) with 
multiplicity ma i f i n Q ] X l + l ~ ~ ,  Yl+y;#, the coefficients ofall terms 
Xlnq with U + 4 < rib; is zero. The two main steps involved in 
the Guruswami-Sudan list decoding process are as foilows: 

e Interpolation step: For an )w, ki] RS-code, given the set 
of non-trivial interpolation points ]ag,~g) with I1 5 i a s 
with corresponding multiplicities mi, compute the minimal 
polynomial a ( X ,  MI, which is the non-trivial polynomial 
ofminimum(U, H-UX -weighteddegreethatpassesthrough 
each of the interpolation points ]ai, yi] with multiplicity 
mil. 

0 Factorization step: Determine all the factors of the bivari- 
ate minimal polynomial a(X,I'll, which are of the type 
M - fl]X1 with d e g ] f ( X ) l  a k .  Each of the univariate 
polynomials f (X) corresponds to a valid data polynomial 
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Guruswami-Sudan List Decoder KornwVardy Froni End 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the sofl-decision decoder. 

In this paper, we will confine ourselves to the interpolation step 
as applied to soft-decoding. The Fundamental Iterative Algorithm 
(FIA) first presented in [ 121 is used to determine the minimal poly- 
nomial. The pseudo-code of the interpolation algorithm for list- 
decoding based on the FIA is shown in Fig. 2. It is termed the 
Constraint Serial Interpolation Algorithm (CSIA), as it performs 
serially for each constraint, the operation of Discrepancy Coeffi- 
cient Computation (DCC) followed by Polynomial Update (€'U). 

Each interpolation point ( 2 3 ,  ya) with multiplicity rm, imposes 
I"';"") constraints, where each constraint corresponds to a unique 
(e, p) which satisfies (I ti p < mi. For each afthese constraints, 
the coefficient of .Xl"YB in QrlXl  + n4,M ti yi) for each of the 
candidate polynomials is determined in the DCC step. The coeffi- 
cients d!;, termed r/i.screpnncy coesfcienrs. are analogous to the 
discrepancies computed in the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. 

If a candidate polynomial has a non-zero discrepancy value 
then it needs to be niodificd to satisfy the current constraint. This is 
done in the PU steps, Step PUO determines the candidate polyno- 
mial of minimum 31, U - 1) weighted degree with a non-zero dis- 
crepancy and denotes its index m i d .  The step PUI is analogous to 
the Berlekamp-Massey update equations, with Qrn+,,i(X, Y )  play- 
ing the role of the scratch polynomial. In Step PU2, the polyno- 
mial with index m i d  is !multiplied with ]X fl U,). This forces 
the polynomial to satisfy the current constraint but also results in 
a unit increase in its weighted degree. 

From a hardware implementation perspective, the following 
facts about the CSIA are noteworthy: 

At any given instant, either the DCC or the PU operation is 
being performed, which lowers hardware utilization. 

Increase i n  the size of the candidate polynomials ( in Step 
PU2) increases complexity of both DCC and PU steps. 

As the data structures and operations increase in size and 
complexity with iterations, mapping the algorithm to hard- 
ware is essentially a worst case mapping. 

A technique to paltially undo this serial nahxe of interpolation, 
with the intention of decreasing computational complexity was 
presented i n  [7], wherein all the discrepancy coefficients corre- 
sponding to a particular interpolation point were computed in par- 
allel. In the next section, we elaborate on the idea behind this 
technique and extend it to realize a systolic algorithm. 

3. REFORMULATED INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM 

In Section 3.1, we present the reformulation of the interpolation 
algorithm. In Section 3.2, we re-index the operations in order to 
illustrate the systolic nature of the reformulated algorithm. We 
then show that it is possible to reduce the number of candidate 
polynomial coefficients computed in the reformulated algorithm. 

Initialization: 

Wldego = 01 Wldqi = k - U1 . . . ; clldcgi = U]u - 1) 
a,(x,Y) = ulau3x1,Y) = Y I . - .  ;L&(xl,M) = Yl' 

Input: (xi,g,~,nu]; 3 4 a < s 
for i = O t o  s - l d o  

f o r 2 = O  to m ; - l a n d d = O  t o m i - U - a  d o  
Discrepancy Coefficient Computation (DCC): 
.a!? = coeffl&r3x1+2L.i,YtiYi),X1~YBI -- 

( 1 = 3 , 1 , - . .  , t )  
Polvnomial Uodate (PUI: . .  
PUO: mdrul = argmin(WdqkIdF4 4 0, k 4 !I) 
PUl: (3 6 5 !I and 6 4 rmirul) 

a l ( x , ~ )  t di;3w11 x al(x,n)+ 
4:: 4 aWi,m, n) 

a-Ni~l3x1,Y)e.a-;,l3xl,Yl)4 I X l + Z i )  
Wl*egh,i.l Wldw,i,r ti 1 

PU2: (1 = rnidnill 

endfor 
endfor 

Output: Qmgnl(X,Y); mirul = argmin3Wdegh; 3 5 U 5 8 )  
Fig. 2. The Constraint Serial Interpolation Algorithm (CSIA) 

3.1. Principal idea driving reformuiation 

Let d$b with 0 4 1 5 t be the set of discrepancy coefficients 
computed at a constraint corresponding to a particular interpola- 
tion point ]ni,y,) with oi + 4 a mi. As in the pseudo-code of 
Fig. 2, the PU equations are given by: 

dAm'"" x Ql(Xl, M) 

Qmlur(X, 11) x (X ti 21) 

+a!;: x Qrnlul(X,n~ i f1  + mdni ( I )  
if 1 = m d d  

After performing the PU operations, the discrepancy coefficients 
g:!,, corresponding to the next constraint at the interpolation point 
(z;, F) can be determined using the updated candidate polynomi- 
als al(X,M). Alternatively, we can first compute tentative dis- 
crepancy coefficients zi!%, using the original candidate polyno- 
mials al(X, Mf, (from RHS of ( I )  ) and then update the tentative 
discrepancy coefficients to generate the actual discrepancy caeffi- 
cients d:j3,. The required update operations on the discrepancy 
coefficients, similar to that in ( I )  are given below: 

where s]g'l, which takes values 0 and 1, indicates if a discrep- 
ancy coefficient corresponding to X(*'-'IHE' e m t s .  The crucial 
point is that the update of the tentative discrepancy coefficients in 
(2) leading to the next set of discrepancy coefficients can be done 
in parallel with PU in ( I ) .  Extending this idea further, we can 
compute a tentative set of discrepancy coefficients corresponding 
to all the constraints using the initialized candidate polynomials, at 
a low cost. These discrepancy coefficients appropriately updated, 
are used to update other discrepancy coefficients as in (2) and to 
update candidate polynomials as in ( I ) .  This leads to the reformu- 
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Initialization: 
V " ( X ,  111 = 1; ! & ( X , Y ]  = 11; " ' ; gtjxl, Y )  = Yb 
Wdego = 1; Nldcqi = k - U; . . .  I Wdegt = t ] k  - U ]  
Input: ]ni,~,,rn,)l 1 5  i 3 s 

Initial Discrepancy Coefficient Computation (IDCC): 
for q = I to 51 do 

endfor 
Interpolation Iterations: 
for A =  I to 3 do (serially) 

d(lt(n,q) = c o e f f ] ! ~ r j ~  ~ ~ Z ~ , , M + Y ~ , ] : M " Y Y B ~ ]  

Discrepancy Coefficient Scaling (DCS): 
DCSO: , m i d  = argmin]W3eglld1')(n - 1, C) # 0 , l  5 n) 
DCSO Wldcg.,,j,,i t Wdsg,,,i + 1 
DCS1: (0 5 1 4 t and 1 # mid)  

.Utt = d('I(p - U ,  51]/d1mi'"'tb - U, Zl] 
DCSZ: ( I  = r r u i n l )  

Discrepancy Coefficient Update (DCU) 
for 2 = 

.Up = njc 

+ U to Zl do (in parallel) 
DCUI: 31 4 1 4 0 and I # rmdrull 

DCUZ: j! = man!) 
dl"]p,n) = d q p , a -  uyt l~ 'd ' - ' "" ( r ; l ,q - l )  

d')]p,a) = f(an]ll( ' ljp- u,ay 
+(N? ' ) t i z1 , Id I "~" ' l (D -  U,q-  U 1  

endfor 
Candidate Polynomial Coefficient Update (CPCU) 
for 3 = 3 ti 1 to 5l + c]B ti U )  do (in parallel) 

CPCU1: 33 5 14 0 and 1 # rndrul] 
d") (n ,q )  = d l ' ) b - l , q ) f l  

k-Ld A$lll(7"I"lj 

d l " (n ,q )=63~ . ]d l ' ) k - l1q -1 )  
+$WI"')h - 1,q)  

CPCUZ: 31 = r r t d n l )  

endfor 
endfor 

Fig. 3. Reformulated Interpolation Algorithm (RIA) 

lated version of the interpolation algorithm. In order to reduce the 
number of multiplications, we rewrite ( I )  and (2) as: 

The inversion in ( 5 )  should not unduly alarm us as the inversion 
cost is amortized overa large number ofmultiplications. The pseu- 
docode corresponding to the reformulated interpolation algorithm 
is shown in Fig. 3. The indexing used is explained in the next 
subsection. 

3 u  3 ~ U 3 
.......... c 

U 

i c  
.......... 

................ 
i 3 t l u  

3 4 2  
Vi 
;c ti I l n  + U) ................ 

U 

T 

Fig. 4. Dependence graph for systolic interpolation 

3.1. The Reformulated Interpolation Algorithm 

The pseudocode in Fig. 3 uses an alternate indexing scheme equiv- 
alent to that of Fig. 2, in order to illustrate the systolic, regular 
nature of RIA . This indexing scheme is explained next. 

The total number of constraints 1 associated with the ordered 
triples ]n;,y~,rmil with 0 5 i < s is C = 3"f). Us- 
ing the technique of re-encoding presented in [ 5 ] ,  it can be shown 
that the number of constraints reduces to 5l = ]";"), 
where for simplicity we have assumed that the I : S  associated with 
the first k4 interpolation points are unique and are chosen for re- 
encoding. 

In the DCU operations, we index the discrepancy coefficients 
as d"'(n, q ] ,  where p is the iteration index and indicates the num- 
ber of times the discrepancy coefficient has been updated. The 
index q which takes values from p tl 1 to C tracks the constraints 
that remain to be solved at the plYh iteration. This mapping of the 
index q is chosen so that at every iteration p ,  the discrepancy set 
d('I(p - 1.C) for 3 5 1 5 t is used to update all other discrep- 
ancies and candidate polynomial coefficients. Hence, the value of 
a to which a particular constraint is mapped, is incremented with 
the iteration index n. 

With each value of the index q at iterationn, we can associate 
a ]a;, y ~ ]  and a particular value of a, p corresponding to XI"M4. 
We can explicitly show this equivalence by rewriting the interpo- 
lation point as (z;,,, gi.) and the constraint degree as aq,on. In 
general, we drop the subscripts when there is no confusion. 

A fundamental point of distinction between the CSIA and the 
RIA is with respect to discrepancy coefficient computation. In 
CSIA, the DCC computations use the updated current candidate 
polynomials to compute discrepancies. This discrepancy compu- 
tation can be done only if all the coefficients of the candidate poly- 
nomials are known. Whereas in the RIA , the discrepancy val- 
ues depend on the candidate polynomial coefficients only in the 
IDCC step, which requires only the initialized candidate polyno- 
mials. In the interpolation iterations, the discrepancy coefficients 
are completely independent of the candidate polynomial coeffi- 
cients. Hence, we are at liberty to reduce the number of candidate 
polynomial coefficients iteratively computed, to as small a number 
as desired. 

We use this property of the RIA to compute just as many can- 
didate polynomial coefficients, as required in the minimal polyno- 
mial, by the factorization kernel. It can be shown that the number 
of minimal polynomial coefficients required in the factorization 
kernel using the techniques presented in [SI, is 3(t ti U].  5 is given 
by C = 20 + 6, where 0 is the number of symbol errors corrected 
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Fig. S. Interpolation Processor Array 

per codeword using soft-decoding and 11 is an integer value typi- 
cally much less than 20. As we have t + 1 candidate polynomials, 
we iterate a total of 3(t  + Ill' candidate polynomial coefficients. 

Another key observation used in the RIA is that, the candidate 
polynomial coefficients, can be viewed as discrepancy coefficients 
obtained by evaluating the candidate polynomials at (1,31. This 
standpoint, which casts candidate polynomial coefficients as dis- 
crepancy coefficients. unveils the inherent regularity of operations 
across DCU and CPCU in the RIA . This perspective is main- 
tained in the CPCU operations of FIp 3, by denoting the candi- 
date polynomial coefficients using d( '(a, 41. The index p is once 
again the iteration index and q, which now indexes the candidate 
polynomial coefficients mns from 1+ 1 to C ti ti 11 for ev- 
ery iteration. As the number of candidate polynomial coefficients 
iterated is invariant, the mapping of the coefficients to the index a 
in the CPCU step is also kept invariant to iterations. 

4. SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURES 
In this section, we discuss the sequence of steps required to map 
the RIA to a hardware implementation. In subsection 4.1, we map 
the RIA to a dependence graph and use the dependence graph to 
generate a hardware implementation. Details of the processor cell 
forming the systolic architecture is discussed in subsection 4.2. 
Some details regarding the initialization block and the auxiliary 
polynomial block are given in subsection 4.3. 

4.1. Mapping the RIA to an architecture 
Graphs that show the dependence of the computations that occur 
in an algorithtii are termed Dependence Graphs (DG)[8], [9]. The 
DG associated with the RIA is shown in Fig. 4. The computa- 
tions that occur at a node Jp, 111 are as given in the RIA in Fig. 3. 
The dotted arrows show the dependency of a discrepancy coeffi- 
cient on the discrepancy coefficient comesponding to its adjacent 
constraint. This can be seen in the DCUZ and CPCUZ operations. 
The DCS computations occur in the darkened nodes. 

Generating systolic architectures from a DG requires specify- 
ing the architecture of each processor cell in the processor array, 
selecting an appropriate projection vector I$, to map nodes to 
specific processor cells and selecting the scheduling vector (9, to 
specify the time index of each computation. 

In this p'lper, we generate two implementations of the RIA 
The first implementation is a low-latency systolic interpolation 

architecture and the second implementation is a high-throughput 
systolic interpolation architecture. We envision that a low-latency 
architecture would find use in a scenario where the soft-decoder is 
triggered by a BMD decoder failure. The high-throughput archi- 

Fig. 6. Folded Processor Element (FPE) 

Fig. 7. Processor Arithmetic Unit (PAW 

tecture is useful in a soft-decoder operating as the default decoder 
for all received data vectors. 

A generic block diagram for the interpolation processor array 
is shown in Fig. 5. The details of the foldedpmcessor element 
(FPE) is given in subsection 4.2. Some details regarding the aux- 
iliary polynomial block and the initialization hardware are given 
in subsection 4.3. The low-latency architecture has only a single 
column of processor elements, whereas the number of columns in 
the high-throughput architecture is equal to the block pipelining 
depth, B. 

For both the architectures, our choice of projection vector and 
schedule vector with reference to Fig. 4 is [U, 11, I = [U, 31. 
With this choice, the number of nodes per iteration drops linearly 
from G + 3(t 41) nodes to 3(t ti U 1  nodes. The computations ter- 
minate at the end of C iterations. Another valid choice of vectors, 
11 = [I, Ul, < = [I, 11, requires 2C +I C(t + 1) iterations and the 
number of nodes increases from 1 upto 1. In our implementations, 
we use d = Il,O], C = [U, 01 as it minimizes the variation in the 
number of active nodes. This achieves higher hardware utilization. 

For both the architectures, we need to map nodes to processor 
cells. In Fig. 4, we observe that the number of DCU nodes de- 
cyease as we progress along the q axis. Hence for the low-latency 
architecture, we desire a mapping technique in which the workload 
of each processing element decreases with the number of nodes. 
This requires processor elements which can vary the number of 
nodes mapped during run-time. An architecture for such a proces- 
sor element is given in subsection 4.2. 
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I , 

Fig. 8. Initialization Block 
The high-throughput architecture with a block pipelining depth 

E, is obtained by partitioning the 1 axis of Fig. 4 into B parts. 
The reduction in the number of nodes is reflected in the smaller 
number of processing elements assigned to succeeding processor 
columns in Fig. 5 .  In this architecture, we map iterations to a 
processor cell column. We require each processor column to solve 2 itcrations with the same blockpipeliningperiod, which is the 
number of clock cycles required to complete iterations. As we 
have lesser variation of active nodes within $ iterations. simpler 
processing elenients can be used. 

4.2. Processor Cell Architecture 
In this subsection, we discuss the architecture of the processing 
elements that form the systolic array. As the number of processor 
cells in a practical implementation is usually lesser than the num- 
ber of active nodes in the DG, the folding technique [9], is used 
to map nodes to processor elements. A folded processor element 
( W E  ) with F nodes of the DG mapped onto it is shown in Fig. 6.  
The storage registers have width t+l to storethefltil discrepancy 
coefficients and a corresponding za value. The t + U wide register 
supplies the values required in the DCU and the CPCU operations 
when two adjacent nodes split across two FPE . The number of 
nodes mapped to a FPE is made run-time variable by using a x fl 
switch, where F denotes the maximum number of nodes that can 
be mapped to the FPE . With iterations, as the number of nodes 
mapped to a FPE decrease, the number of clock cycles required to 
process a constraint also decreases. The Processor Arithmetic Unit 
(PAU ), performs the DCU and the CPCU arithmetic operations. 
The details of the PAU is shown in Fig. 7. The adder-multiplexer 
sub-block modifies the $' coefficients as in DCU2. 

The critical path of the interpolation processor array for the 
low-latency architecture and for the high-throughput architecture 
occurs in the FPE . It consists of the path through the PAU which 
comprises of a t ti 1:1 multiplexer, followed by an adder and a 
multiplier. This is followed by the 2 x F switch, formed using a 
2: I multiplexer and a I :F de-multiplexer. 

The critical path of the high-throughput arthitecture can be 
further reduced with the reasonable assumption that the folding 
factor remains the same over the 2 iterations in a processor col- 
umn. We then replace the J xl R switch in the FPE with a 2:l 
multiplexer. 

4.3. Initialization hardware 

In this subsection. we give some details of the initialization hard- 
ware and the auxiliary polynomial block. As stated earlier, the 

11 ; W M :  U: 

0 0 0  
U: 

U: 

+ i U: 

I j U: 
~ U# 

.... ~ ............................ ~~~~~~ ....... 

Fig. 9. Polynomial Evaluation Block 
re-encoding transformation presented in [5], reduces the number 
of interpolation constraints to be solved. These transformations 
also modify the candidate polynomial initialization given in CSIA 
. The moditied initialization is CJ13X, Y )  = hlo(XI), Qi ( X ,  Y )  = 
hlu]XljM; - . ' ;  CJ,(X,H) = hl,(X)Y',wherehl,3Xj,hl(X), . . . , 
hJt(X), are termed the auxiliarypolynomiols [7]. Hence in the 
IDCC step, we evaluate Mi]Xl + n i l  for J 5 1 5 t and for all 2 1  

with non-trivial interpolation points. The simplifications in eval- 
uating hr(X +I z~) will be presented as part of a forthcoming pa- 
per. For a fair comparison in this paper, we neglect the hardware 
resources required to compute hl(XI + all both in the proposed 
architectures and in the previous architecture. 

A block diagram corresponding to the initialization block is 
shown in Fig. 8. The X Generator is used to generate the initial 
mapping of the XI. for 0 4 q 5 C. The X Generator essentially 
repeats the x1 symbol ("";+'I times for each interpolation point 
(q, g<). The details of the EVAL block which computes ]M+llp)' 
is shown in Fig. 9. These powers appropriately repeated using 
the Y Generator are sent to the processing cells to complete the 
IDCC step, thus initializing the processor array. We would like to 
point out that a generalized form of Fig. 9 can be used to evaluate 
any univariate polynomial shifted by a tield element. 

5. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ARCHITECTURES 
In this section, we compare the hardware implementations of the 
systolic architecture with non-systolic architectures such as the 
one in [7]. In order to compare architectures, we tix the total 
number of multiply-accumulate (MAC) units used in an imple- 
mentation, denoted by N ~ a c .  The complexity of interpolation 
is determined by the total constraints to be solved 1, or equiv- 
alently by the average multipliciry m o y I ,  as defined in [7]. For 
the architecture of [7], it is feasible to estimate decoding latency 
with the assumption that the number of available MAC units is 
a multiple of (t +I U#' .  This multiple is termed thepurrrlleliia- 
iion /actor. The parallelization factor for DCC and PU is de- 
noted I'D and Fln respectively. Hence, we obtain the relation: 
P b b  + U l '  + %(t tl l)a = Mhnc .  We denote by X,,.,, the 
average over the whole interpolation process, of the maximum X 
degree of the candidate polynomials at each iteration. With the 
reasonable assumption that the maximum X degree in the candi- 
date polynomials increases linearly to the tinal value, we tix Xsv4 
at half the maximum value. The number of clock cycles required 
for polynomial update is : Da;l = C xl + . The paralleliza- 

tion is only by a factor 4" ~ 1 as ]!I +I l)x MACS are utilized for 
discrepancy coefficient update. 

rx- 1 
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Implementation Storage 
(Bytes) 

[71 % C ( t  + a] 

Low-latency <in i( 1)’ tl q t  + a i  
High-throughput B<]a tl + +]!I tl d)]B t l l )  

It can be shown that the number of clock cycles required for 
the DCC operation is: 

LatencyBlock 1255,11331 RS example 
pipelining period Latency Throughput 

(cycles) (cycles) gain 

$[ l t l f i ]a+g  Y 3000 

x:-” Fli’ = 1975 (-34 %I) 52 9% 
& [(]a tl tl 31 tl +]I 1785 xl 5 (+200 %I) 68 % 

The summation in ( 6 )  is over the interpolation points that remain to 
be solved after re-encoding. Since the interpolation points which 
are not re-encoded are usually unreliable, the average multiplicity 

among these points is about half the average multiplicity 
~ I U , , , . ~ .  With this assumption, ( 6 )  can be reduced to: 

The iniinimum total interpolation latency obtained by optimizing 
over the parallelization factors, is given in Table I .  A, D, El, 1 are 
constants given by AI = e]% + t tl l), D = Xlusu a 3, 
E = ~ - U , ~ = ~ a n d t h e o p t i m u m P b = ~  The 

critical path i n  this architecture occurs in the PU unit. It comprises 
ofa  Pu - U  : 1 multiplexer and the 1 I Prr - U  de-multiplexerused 
to route data into the parallel computation units and the critical 
path along the parallel computation unit, which is identical to that 
of the PAU , and comprises a !I : 1 multiplexer, a multiplier, and 
an adder. The critical path of this architecture is larger than that of 
the systolic architecture as the U I PL, - U  de-multiplexer is usually 
larger than the corresponding 2: I multiplexer used in FPE 

We now consider the decoding latency of the low-latency sys- 
tolic architecture. Let F(” be the folding factor at then’” itera- 
tion. Since the total number of MAC units is fixed at Mhrnc, we 
get R(“’ = ]&(51- nX]!I + U] tl <]!I +I l)al. An expres- 
sion for the total interpolation latency is given in Table 1. 

For the high-throughput, block pipelined systolic architecture, 
the block pipelining period as a function of the block pipelining 
depth BI is given in Table I 

We now evaluate the formulae given in Table 1 for a 1233, a391 
RS soft-decoder operating with mavg = 3. Since we use the re- 
encoding technique [ 5 ] ,  the constraints to be satisfied by interpola- 
tion reduce from r~.(”’~~;s”) to around 3. - le](nmm;+ll at a high 
channel SNR. For our example, we assume moderate SNRs for 
which C a U 3  after re-encoding. The maximum number ofsym- 
bo1 errors that we attcmpt to correct is 0 = 13 and hence we use 
C = 30. The high throughput architecture results are obtained at 
B = 5. The storage requirements of each of the implementations 
is also tabulated. 
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6.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented systolic architectures obtained via 
the reformulated intcipolarion algorithm. Details o f a  low-latency 

and a high throughput systolic architecture have been presented 
and compared with previously reported implementations. The sys- 
tolic framework presented in this paper can be easily extended to 
encompass the factorization kernel. Jointly allocating fixed hard- 
ware resources to a systolic interpolation and factorization kernel 
in accordance with relevant optimization criteria would be a sub- 
ject for future work. 
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